Blackbaud SKY®
Our Journey to the Cloud
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The team at Palmetto Goodwill prepares and serves meals to
active military personnel.

At Blackbaud, our journey to the cloud began with a vision
of redefining the possibilities for the social good community.
We didn’t just want to advance social good through cloud
innovation, we wanted to build a platform that could power
and grow an Ecosystem of Good™ beyond imagination.
Blackbaud SKY, our platform powering social good cloud
innovation, delivers on that ambition. It provides cutting-edge
technology that empowers our customers to achieve their
diverse missions while enabling developers inside and outside
Blackbaud to use the same tools to code for good.
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Here, we’ll discuss our vision for the platform
and how we executed on that vision. In future
installments, we’ll take deeper dives into the
layers of Blackbaud SKY.

Blackbaud SKY Architecture

“This is leading-edge architecture, and
it’s what all of the best leading cloud
companies are doing.”
—Paul Gibson, Vice President and Technical Fellow,
Blackbaud

Our technical vision for Blackbaud SKY is centered
around an architecture that supports a broad set of
common capabilities that span needs across all the
departments within social good organizations. It was
a given that these capabilities must scale along with
our customers, but we aimed much higher. We wanted
each capability to provide the autonomy and agility of
independent products while still feeling like a single
product when grouped together.

“It all comes down to the way we are building these
solutions,” says VP and Technical Fellow Paul Gibson.
“We take what is known as a services approach, which
means that we engineer individual functional capabilities
into what we call self-contained systems. And these selfcontained systems are then owned by a single dedicated
team responsible for the design, implementation,
and delivery of the service. . . . This is leading-edge
architecture, and it’s what all of the best leading cloud
companies are doing.”

To accomplish this, we adopted a service-oriented
architecture that provides customers with a simple
view by hiding the modular nature of our portfolio
components behind an integrated-by-design suite of
business capabilities with a unified navigation.

All cloud companies claim that their platform supports
modern, effective solutions. The difference between
those platforms and Blackbaud SKY is that we support
purpose-built solutions that are specifically designed to
power the social good community. No other cloud platform

River Oaks Baptist School prepares students to meet life’s challenges through ambitious academics in a faith-focused environment.
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combines cloud innovation with our deep understanding
of the unique needs of the social good community. This
enables Blackbaud SKY to drive a digital transformation
for the entire sector and accelerate positive outcomes
for our customers.

Avoiding the Monolith
The transition to service-oriented architecture was
a significant technology shift for Blackbaud, but we
remain rooted in driving value for customers. Previously,
we used a product-oriented architecture where the
business was optimized around individually branded
monolithic products. The products were developed
by individual teams and then sold, delivered, and
supported separately. In some ways, this provided
autonomy and agility, but integrations used mechanisms
that were visible to end users and could require
complex customizations.
We very thoughtfully created Blackbaud SKY’s open,
data-driven architecture to avoid the pitfalls of

Sam Houston State University prepares students for
meaningful lives of achievement, reflecting its motto:
“The measure of a life is its service.”

monolithic architecture. We designed and architected
it with a holistic view so that the concept of “product”
ceases to exist as we knew it. Instead, the system
surfaces functionality in the right place at the right time
for the right user, with consistent UX and navigation
providing a cohesive experience across capabilities.

SKY UX® patterns provide a cohesive experience across capabilities.
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Continuous Deployment
Self-contained systems enable us to ramp up our
velocity and develop capabilities more quickly than ever
before. And our continuous delivery pipeline ensures
that customers benefit from our solutions as quickly as
possible while also eliminating versioning that could
include clunky upgrades.
This rapid innovation process delivers better time to
value for customers and ensures that we can instantly
light up solutions to meet emerging needs. Additionally,
the platform enables us to embrace a philosophy of

“ship to learn.” We can release in waves, adapting and
tweaking as we learn about usage to make adjustments
that result in the solution being even more effective
when we light it up for all customers.
Blackbaud SKY takes advantage of Platform as a
Service (PaaS) to deliver secure, scalable solutions,
with individual engineering teams taking ownership
of all aspects of the capabilities they create, including
responsibility for end-to-end development and delivery—
more to come on that later.

Blackbaud’s New Value Delivery: Continuous Progress
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Blackbaud SKY Platform Layers
Although we designed the Blackbaud SKY platform to
enable our shift to service-oriented architecture, we
had much more in mind than taking advantage of the
latest technology. We engineered our platform with the
express purpose of providing value to our customers. We
poured more than 35 years of experience working with
social good organizations into creating a mission-driven
architecture that we coupled with a cloud-first mindset,
and we prioritized customer value and speed of delivery
above everything else.
The Blackbaud SKY vision includes several
interlocking layers.
SKY Services are the basic building blocks of solutions
built on Blackbaud SKY. We create self-contained
services and leverage them across our solution portfolio,
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exposing them to end users as integrated capabilities in
Blackbaud solutions.
SKY Intelligence brings together a data platform, data
services, and reporting capabilities to build and integrate
analytics that transform information into insights.
SKY Developer is the toolset that enables developers
to create and deploy self-contained services within
the Blackbaud SKY ecosystem. SKY Developer allows
external developers to extend and augment the
capabilities within Blackbaud offerings using the same
tools as Blackbaud engineers.
Cloud Operations provides the human and technical
services for Blackbaud to manage our customers’
modern cloud solutions.
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“We want to be as agile and as
efficient as possible in how we build
capabilities . . . while not sacrificing any
level of quality.”
—Ben Lambert, Laureate Software Engineer, Blackbaud
Each layer supports Blackbaud SKY’s self-contained
systems and its standards and technologies.
As we said previously, our goal was to develop a cloudbased architecture with best-in-class infrastructure,
integrated shared services, and capabilities designed
specifically for the social good community. We
modernized our platform, provided highly available
and easy-to-use cloud capabilities, enabled seamless
integration of these capabilities, minimized risk, and
maximized the power of our people.
We embrace the expertise of PaaS elements from
trusted partners, such as Microsoft® and other vendors
that specialize in commodity infrastructure services,
including reporting and user authorization. By leveraging
these industry-standard services, we can iterate more
quickly on the unique functional areas that provide value
to Blackbaud customers.
“We want to be as agile and as efficient as possible in
how we build capabilities . . . while not sacrificing any
level of quality,” says Laureate Software Engineer Ben
Lambert. “So we’ve done quite a bit of investment in
making our processes as smart and as optimal and
as efficient and as broadly applicable to our internal
developer base as possible. So that allows us to release
dozens, if not hundreds, of times daily, and hundreds,
if not thousands, of times weekly. . . . The offering or
solution that we make available to our customers is
evergreen. It is always contemporary and up to date.
It is always being modified, enhanced, and improved—
constantly, continuously.”
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Delivering Capabilities
We can’t emphasize enough that the big picture for
Blackbaud SKY is that everything is capabilities-oriented.
We prioritize a single, consistent continuous delivery
pipeline for releases, a common cloud-first infrastructure,
and an integrated user experience to avoid the pitfalls of
monolithic architecture.
We deliver the user experience for Blackbaud SKY
capabilities in multiple single-page applications (SPAs)
that are built on the SKY UX framework. To communicate
with backend services, we created a SPA framework
where SPAs call dedicated backend-for-frontend services
that are designed to be accessed from the browser using
SKY API REST services. We make the SKY UX and SKY API
tools available to customers, partners, and third-party
developers as part of SKY Developer.
The SKY API and SPA frontends communicate with
domain-specific, self-contained systems, and the
teams that own self-contained systems are responsible
for data, business logic, and user experience design,
implementation, and operation.
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Following the principles of service-oriented
architecture, we organize application features into small,
independently deployable services and then group
them into discrete components of larger systems. SKY
Services organizes these collections of closely related
self-contained services into end-to-end self-contained
systems that encapsulate data stores, business logic,
and the user experience to deliver business capabilities.
Services are organized around major functional
boundaries, and capabilities are managed and deployed
separately, which drives many benefits for end users. This
enables us to develop different portions of the solution
independently with minimal risk of changes in one area
affecting other areas of the solution. The architecture
also enables us to blend existing functionality with new
functionality so that we can gradually add features to
next-generation products and never require customers
to endure painful data conversions.

This Blackbaud SKY architecture enables rapid
innovation with high quality and high availability, and it
ensures that Blackbaud can evolve services over time at
asymmetric paces as tech trends and tools emerge.

Engineering Process
In the Blackbaud SKY ecosystem, individual engineering
teams own specific capabilities and all their underlying
services. These engineering teams are responsible
for end-to-end delivery of the self-contained services
that they build, starting with the discovery phase and
continuing to operational availability.
Engineering teams employ the Agile methodology and
dedicated project management resources to develop
capabilities through incremental changes that provide
more flexibility than traditional software development
methods. This ensures that the development cycle
puts valuable capabilities in the hands of customers as

A single team owns
the full life cycle of
a Macro Service.
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quickly and efficiently as possible and then improves
on those capabilities.
Meanwhile, a centralized DevOps team supports
implementation details for self-contained services
to support dependencies in production and test
environments and in our standard continuous delivery
release pipeline. The DevOps team supports the
processes around creating, consuming, and managing
standard data services to give other engineering teams
a head start on handling nonfunctional requirements
around security, compliance, and data retention.
This enables teams to focus their energies on the
implementation of business logic in web services
rather than worrying about infrastructure chores and
operational complexities.
The DevOps team also works with Blackbaud’s cloud
partners, such as Microsoft Azure and Amazon® Web
Services, to enable the continuous delivery pipeline
of our services. The Operations Center is a 24/7/365
operation that monitors health and stability of all the
systems that make up the Blackbaud SKY ecosystem.
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We design Blackbaud SKY services with a goal of
aligning standards in the underlying implementation of
each service in the ecosystem. Loosely coupled services
make no assumptions about the inner implementation
details of other services, but we value the consistency,
quality, and productivity that come from focusing
efforts on a small set of standard approaches. Therefore,
services are isolated by design but standardized
in practice.

Engineering System and Standards
Implementing and enforcing these standards for
multiple teams with hundreds of engineers was a
daunting task, so we set out to create a framework
that empowered developers and didn’t require them
to know each and every detail. To achieve this goal,
we created an internal, community-driven engineering
system to coordinate the efforts of our engineers. The
engineering system articulates and enforces standards
for Blackbaud SKY, and it provides the documentation,
standardized processes, and tooling that teams need to
develop, test, release, host, secure, and integrate self-
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contained services and other assets in the Blackbaud
SKY ecosystem.
“The engineering system and the ability to link to the
associated source code for other teams provide a
fantastic automated documentation of the services and
infrastructure that a self-contained system contains,”
says Sr. Principal Software Engineer Beth Richardson. “I
often refer to the engineering system portal and the
Swagger API documents for other teams to verify how
they are doing things so I can effectively understand
and integrate with them as well as build my systems with
best-of-breed designs and practices.”
Our application standards include frontend UX
framework with SKY UX, end-user authentication with
Blackbaud ID, service-to-service authorization, customer
product and feature entitlements, public API with SKY
API, and REST.
Software development life cycle standards include

release pipeline with VSTS and Azure PaaS Services, and
programming languages and frameworks.
Infrastructure standards include public cloud service
provider with Microsoft Azure; database with the Azure
data platform; diagnostic, security, and alert logging
with Splunk and Mir3; and application performance
monitoring with AppDynamics (IaaS and Colo) and Azure
Application Insights (PaaS).

“The engineering system and the ability
to link to the associated source code
for other teams provide a fantastic
automated documentation of the
services and infrastructure that a selfcontained system contains.”
—Beth Richardson, Sr. Principal Software
Engineer, Blackbaud

source code version control with Git, continuous delivery

In Summary
Our journey to the cloud centers on the
goal of providing value for our customers.
Our standardization of Blackbaud SKY tools,
technologies, and architecture improves the ability
of our customers to achieve their missions using
high-quality solutions that are highly available, with
a consistent user experience and innovations that
we continually deliver.

The Gibbes Museum of Art connects the artistic past of
Charleston, SC, to a vibrant contemporary art scene.

About Blackbaud
Leading uniquely at the intersection point of technology and social good, Blackbaud connects and empowers organizations to increase their impact
through cloud software, services, expertise, and data intelligence. We serve the entire social good community, which includes nonprofits, foundations,
companies, education institutions, healthcare organizations, and the individual change agents who support them.
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